
 
Allendale Wrap-Up for Business Day 8/07/06

  
Allendale is registered with the CFTC and NFA and is a member of the NIBA. The bottom line is we are a regulated firm which can be extremely important in 
this day and age. 
August WASDE Week: weekly export inspection were solid for corn, beans and wheat. The balance of the week the trade may adjust on weekly export sales 
and shipments but the biggest even for further adjustments to futures prices is Friday morning when USDA is scheduled to release its first true 
survey of farmers as to the potential size of this years corn and soybean crop. Allendale estimates for corn, soybean and spring wheat as well as old 
and new crop domestic stocks as well as world stocks can be found in our Midsession Comments page of our Advisory Service. Until we begin our 17th 
annual farmer driven crop yield survey we are using 149 bu per acre for corn, which suggest production of 10.742 bil bu vs USDA's July est of 10.74 
bil bu. New crop end stocks are then are est at 1.044 bil bu vs USDA's 1.077 bil bu. Allendale projects old crop end stocks for corn at 2.26 bil 
bu vs USDA July est of 2.062 bil bu. Our smaller trimmed old crop end stocks are a result of good ethanol and feed use demand. 
 

Bigger Soybean Crop:  llendale estimates the soybean yield to be 42 bpa vs USDA's present 
yield of 40.7 bpa. Our production estimate before we conduct our annual crop yield survey is 
3.105 bil bu vs USDA's most recent est of 3.01 bil bu. We have slightly reduced our other 
spring wheat estimate to 462 mil bu vs USDA 465 mil bu and left the durum unchanged from 
USDA's present est of just 60 mil bu vs year ago levels of 101 mil bu. 
 
Not to Be Found: when the major news wires release its survey or poll of the analyst 
estimates within the next 24 hours, you likely will not find estimates for Allendale suggest to 
be the key dominate information to look for this Friday, the World end stocks projections for 
2006-07. Allendale has always include world end stocks when surveyed or polled by the wire 
services and this month is no different. We estimate world wheat end stocks for corn to fall to 
90.50 MMT vs USDA's last month of 91.22 MMT. Our projected world wheat end stocks are 
130.12 MMT vs last months 133.2 MMT, largely because of dry weather stress in Australia 
and Canada offsetting a larger Chinese wheat crop. Allendale research suggest world soybean 
end stocks for 2006-07 to be 55 MMT vs USDA's last month est of 53.01 MMT. 
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The Bottom-line: Allendale is preparing for what could be a supportive to bullish corn and wheat USDA crop report this Friday and less than supportive 
soybean results for the 2006-07 marketing year. 
 
Crop Conditions: came in as expected for corn at 1% higher for the good to excellent category 
vs week earlier levels with soybeans and spring wheat unchanged. A study we ran on the corn 
conditions and what they have meant going into the harvest period follows; 
 
Unique Company: tonights 57% good to excellent corn condition ratings is in very unique 
company. Of the last 20 years, 75% of them have had better conditions as we access crop 
conditions just before the August WASDE is released. That leaves five years when conditions 
have been equal to or less than 57% good to excellent. The specific years which matched our 
criteria are 1988's 18%, 1991's 47%, 1993's 52%, 2002's 41% and 2005's 52%. When a
those five years, the down side potential from this part of the growth stage going into harvest 
was definitely limited. As you can view within the table below the adjustment was never mo
than 1%. Just before harvest began 1988's crop condition actually improved a percent, 1991
also added a percent, 1993 like 1991 added a percent and yet all three years found crop yiel
drop. 2002 was unchanged at 41% and last years the conditions dropped from 52% down to 
51% good to excellent just before harvest. Thus five of the five years had a one percent drop o
less going into harvest from the first week of August condition rating. The five year ave for 
corn's good to excellent rating just before harvest has been 53%. Odds suggest the downside is limited when looking at the conditions reports 
and how the trade may react and adjust new crop futures. We are taking the study a step further. Even though conditions may be limited in dropping 
further, what happened to the actual yield for corn from the first USDA crop survey of August vs just as harvest begins in the month of September 
when more complete surveying is done for the crop? 
 
Pre USDA Aug WASDE 
       Aug G-E%    Sept G-E%     ='s  Adjust     Jly Yield     Sept Yield    Adjustment 
                                                                            Bu/acre        Bu/acre         Bu/acre 
1988     18%        19%                        +1%          91.07            78.5            -12.57  
1991     47%        48%                        +1%         120.2           106.1            -14.10 
1993     52%        53%                        +1%         118.0           113.1              -4.9  
2002     41%        41%                          0%         135.8           125.4            -10.4 
2005     52%        51%                         -1%         145.0           143.2              -1.8 
 
Those years which met the criteria had crop conditions either remain unchanged or adjust higher or lower by only 1% and yet the yield adjustment 
was very noticeable. Three years when conditions increased, USDA dropped the July to August yield. Unbelievable how in 2002 conditions were 
unchanged but yield was dropped by a staggering 10.4 bu per acre and the one year when the yield was tweaked by a mere 1.8 bu per acre it was 
attached to the one in five years when conditions actually dropped.  Even though the downside adjustment in crop rating may favor less of a 
likelihood of a drop such as 2005, the table above clearly does show, yields may be susceptible to surprising adjustments. 2005 could have been 

the year when corn genetics truly kicked in and helped to take the volatility out of large swings in y
2005 may have actually been a very 
good example to the USDA and Energy Department, that you can depend on solid corn production for 
the purpose of feeding livestock, answering the 
export demand and most importantly provide the feed stock need to producing an expanding ethanol 
market. 
 
     To Summarize: evidence in the table 
above may better clearly point out the 
uniqueness of this years corn crop and 
the odds for further downside potential. 
Most importantly the table does prove 
there is very little correlation between 

declining crop conditions from the very beginning of August to the beginning of harvest and 
what USDA finds for yield potential once counting ears, and kernels and measuring girth and 
reports in its Sept, just before harvest report. Conditions are more likely to continue to slip into 
August if we put much stock into the National Weather Services first half forecast. If conditions 
slip, it is more likely the present 149 bpa acre yield estimate which USDA uses in July of 149 
bpa also is expected to slip. There was not one year of the five when conditions were as poor as 
present conditions, slipped further or remained unchanged or actually gained in the good to 
excellent category, that the yield did not result in a smaller yield. The only missing link is just 
exactly what is proof of how much of a roll genetics could play in this years crop. And that 
proof is not likely to be determined until the January Annual crop report, AFTER the crop has hit the marketplace or is placed in the bin. The present 149.0 bpa 
yield which USDA is using, less the minimum adjustment of 1.8 bpa from last year could be interpreted as 147.2 bpa or 10.611 bil bu projects to 949 mil bu of 
end stocks if you wanted to use it as an example.  
     Please mark your calendar for August 14th as it then you may call 800 551 4626 or access www.allendale-inc.com/ to participate in our 17 th annual crop 
yield survey. The results of the survey will be released 7:30 am central time on Sept 1, 11 full days before USDA releases its kernel and pod counting 
survey......Joe Victor  
 
Allendale Lean Hogs: It is a little hard finding reasons to support the  pork trade right now. The pork cutout was up $1.36 on Friday and up 98 cents today. 
Cash hog prices have posted a little rebound as well. On the supply end slaughters in the past four weeks have run from 3% to 4% higher. Newswires are 
suggesting recent hot weather will be screwing up weight gains and marketing schedules. The statistic above shows there is no problem finding supplies right 
now. We will note Triumph Foods, the new pork plant owned by large pork producers, announced they will now add a second shift. More buyers for the same 
number of hogs could help prices. 
The other factor we are watching could be energy prices. Some economists are suggesting these higher energy prices are starting to affect how consumers 
spend their money. Perhaps retailers are preparing for some demand going from high priced beef to pork. At this point it is too early to statistically make that 
argument. The net result is pork prices and futures are rallying without one good fundamental reason. In July we noted our downside target for August futures 
was $66. That exact price was reached back on July 25th. Seasonally this little comeback in the past two weeks is a selling opportunity. October prices 
typically break sharply from early August to late August. Hedgers are encouraged to lock up these high prices while they last. 
 
Allendale Live Cattle: Two very good points of positive news are supportive the cattle market. The first one everyone knows about is the first shipments of US 

beef arriving in Japan over the weekend. Getting back our former number one customer is a 
big psychological factor. The second thing to note is we are well past the big summer glut 
of beef supplies we forecast.  During May through early July cattle slaughter was up from 
6% to 10% over last year. In the last three weeks they have been from 4% lower to 3% 
higher. Wholesale beef prices were up strong on Friday and added $2 today. With all this 
good news it seems a little surprising cattle futures were not up more than they were today. 
We have to wonder if the big jump in energy prices is holding back this rally. Early 
expectations are to see cash cattle prices up $1 to $2 from last week's $80 to $82. In the big 
picture it would appear cash cattle prices broke as expected and may have posted their 
typical summer low. Any further price breaks in futures could be used to get long futures or 
sell puts by the end of this month...Rich Nelson 
 
www.allendale-inc.com/ 
 
As always, if you have questions or comments, please call 800 551 4626 to discuss or send 
an e mail to                     research@allendale-inc.com 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The thoughts expressed and the basic data from which they are drawn are believed to be reliable but cannot be guaranteed. Any opinions expressed herein are subject to change 
without notice.  Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Simulated results do not represent actual trading.  Simulated trading programs are 
subject to the benefit of hindsight. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. Commodity trading may 
not be suitable for recipients of this publication. This is not a solicitation of the purchase or sale of any commodities.  Those acting on this information are responsible for their 
own actions.  Any republication, or other use of this information and thoughts expressed herein without the written permission of Allendale, Inc., is strictly prohibited. Allendale 
Inc. c2006 

http://www.allendale-inc.com/products/products.aspx

